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We report the implementation of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) shielding tensors within the
four-component relativistic Kohn–Sham density functional theory including non-collinear spin mag-
netization and employing London atomic orbitals to ensure gauge origin independent results, together
with a new and efficient scheme for assuring correct balance between the large and small components
of a molecular four-component spinor in the presence of an external magnetic field (simple magnetic
balance). To test our formalism we have carried out calculations of NMR shielding tensors for the
HX series (X = F, Cl, Br, I, At), the Xe atom, and the Xe dimer. The advantage of simple mag-
netic balance scheme combined with the use of London atomic orbitals is the fast convergence of
results (when compared with restricted kinetic balance) and elimination of linear dependencies in
the basis set (when compared to unrestricted kinetic balance). The effect of including spin magneti-
zation in the description of NMR shielding tensor has been found important for hydrogen atoms in
heavy HX molecules, causing an increase of isotropic values of 10%, but negligible for heavy atoms.
© 2012 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3671390]
I. INTRODUCTION
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) shielding constants
and spin–spin coupling constants are among the most impor-
tant spectroscopic parameters used in chemistry and biology,
as they provide valuable insight into the electronic structure
of systems under study.1 The basic (non-relativistic) theory
for these parameters was formulated in a series of landmark
papers in the 1950s by Ramsey and co-workers2–6 and since
then non-relativistic ab initio calculations of these parameters
have become a routine task. However, these parameters can
exhibit strong relativistic effects: first, they are magnetic prop-
erties and therefore inherently relativistic phenomena,7 and
second, the associated property operators probe the electron
density in the core region, where relativistic effects are the
most pronounced. These effects are non-negligible even in the
case of relatively light nuclei like 31P.8 For the 129Xe nucleus
relativistic effects are significant and relativity contributes ap-
proximately 20% to the shielding constant.9 For heavy nuclei
such as 199Hg, relativistic effects are critically important.10
Since NMR of heavy spin-1/2 nuclei such as 129Xe, 183W,
195Pt, and 199Hg, is a spectroscopic method of considerable
importance, and since the presence of heavy nuclei strongly
affects NMR parameters also of neighboring light nuclei,11, 12
theoretical methods for the modeling of NMR parameters in-
cluding relativistic effects are in demand. Much effort has
a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
mpecul@chem.uw.edu.pl.
therefore been put into the development of relativistic meth-
ods for modeling the NMR shielding tensor resulting in sev-
eral implementations, which are reviewed in Refs. 1, 13–16.
There are multiple difficulties in the formulation of a cor-
rect formalism for calculating shielding tensors. An important
challenge stems from the gauge-dependence of results when
finite basis sets are employed.17–20 One solution to this prob-
lem is to employ perturbation-dependent basis functions that
shift the gauge origin to their respective center, thereby en-
suring that the calculated magnetic properties are indepen-
dent of the position of the gauge origin. These basis func-
tions are called London atomic orbitals (LAOs) (Refs. 21 and
22) also known in literature as gauge-including atomic or-
bitals (GIAOs).23 Other solutions to the problem of gauge-
dependence are well established in non-relativistic calcula-
tions and have been reviewed for instance in Ref. 24.
The LAO formalism is at least conceptually easily
extensible to any combination of wave function ansatz and
Hamiltonian, including relativistic Hamiltonians.25–30 A
difficulty particular to relativistic calculations of magnetic
properties originates from the fact that the inclusion of a
vector potential affects the balance between the large and
the small components of the four-component spinors. This
magnetic balance31–33 must be taken into account, explicitly
or implicitly, in order to obtain correct results for magnetic
properties in the relativistic domain.
An important difference between relativistic and non-
relativistic theory is the lack of an explicit diamagnetic term
in the Hamiltonian. The non-relativistic Hamiltonian has
0021-9606/2012/136(1)/014108/13/$30.00 © 2012 American Institute of Physics136, 014108-1
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a paramagnetic term (linear in the vector potential) and a
diamagnetic term (quadratic in the vector potential). The
paramagnetic term contributes to second-order magnetic
properties through a linear response function, whereas the
non-relativistic diamagnetic term can be evaluated through an
expectation value. In contrast, the relativistic Hamiltonian is
strictly linear in both electric and magnetic fields. However,
it can be shown that the diamagnetic term enters through the
contribution of the negative-energy orbitals.31, 34, 35 It should
be noted that this is only true in the framework of perturbation
theory where the orthogonal complement to the space of
occupied positive-energy orbitals serves as a basis for the
construction of first- and higher order corrections to the
unperturbed orbitals, and is thus not a feature of variational
calculations. It should also be noted that the negative-energy
orbitals do not disappear in the non-relativistic limit. Instead,
the positive and negative solutions become completely
decoupled by an infinite energy gap and can be separately
expanded in 2-spinor bases. The relativistic expression for
the NMR shielding constant thus goes smoothly into its
non-relativistic counterpart provided that the speed of light
appearing in the vector potential associated with nuclear spin
is kept fixed at its relativistic value.7
The reason why the contribution from the negative-
energy orbitals is important for magnetic properties and not
for electric properties is that magnetic fields are introduced
through operators which are odd in the sense that they couple
large and small components, whereas electric fields are rep-
resented by operators that are even in this respect. Kutzelnigg
proposed a field-dependent unitary transformation of the
four-component relativistic Hamiltonian in order to introduce
an explicit diamagnetic term.33 If the vector potentials asso-
ciated with both external magnetic fields and nuclear spins
are included, leading to the so-called full field-dependent
unitary transformation,36 the response contribution from the
negative-energy orbitals is reduced from O(c0) to O(c−4),
and thus disappear in the non-relativistic limit, but numerical
instabilities appear.37 It is therefore recommended to include
only the external field, leading to the so-called external
field-dependent unitary transformation36 with contributions
of O(c−2) from negative-energy orbitals. However, in both
cases the negative-energy orbitals cannot be neglected in
relativistic calculations of magnetic properties.38
There have been several earlier attempts to calculate
NMR shielding tensor in a four-component formalism by
the Nakatsuji group39–42 and by Visscher et al.43 However,
these implementations have employed a common gauge ori-
gin (CGO) approach. A first implementation of London
orbitals, albeit incomplete, was reported by Quiney and
co-workers.25, 44 The first consistent implementation of the
shielding tensor with LAOs at the four-component relativis-
tic Hartree–Fock (HF) level has been carried out within the
DIRAC program45 by one of the authors (T.S.) (Ref. 27) and
applied to several systems.46–48 The use of LAOs at the four-
component HF level has also been reported by Hamaya and
Fukui.28 The first four-component formalism for NMR prop-
erties using density functional theory (DFT) methods was pre-
sented by Komorovský et al.30 within the ReSpect code,49
where a matrix formulation of four-component relativistic
Kohn–Sham (KS) equations with restricted magnetic balance
(mDKS-RMB) and with GIAOs was proposed. A GIAO im-
plementation within the BDF package was recently reported
by Cheng et al.29
In the present work, we report the implementation of
LAOs in four-component relativistic DFT including non-
collinear spin magnetization (known as spin-density func-
tional theory, SDFT) for the purpose of calculating NMR
shielding tensors. A new efficient scheme, which we call sim-
ple magnetic balance (sMB), for handling the balance be-
tween large and small components of the molecular spinor
is also presented. Our formulation is in many aspects similar
to the one proposed by Komorovský et al.38 except that our
approach is fully analytical and more flexible in the choice of
exchange-correlation (XC) functionals.
The implementation has been tested by carrying out cal-
culations of NMR shielding tensors for the HX series (X = F,
Cl, Br, I, At). This is a well established test set for relativistic
calculations of NMR properties9, 50 and allows for a compar-
ison with the values obtained by means of the mDKS-RMB-
GIAO scheme of Komorovský et al.30 We have also compared
our results with an earlier work by the same group using CGO
(Ref. 38) since the authors discuss differences between “cou-
pled” and “uncoupled” approximations, which for non-hybrid
functionals corresponds to the DFT and SDFT approaches re-
ported here.
Our other test systems are the Xe atom and Xe dimer.
This choice has been motivated by the availability of results
from the Vaara group,9, 46, 50 where relativity is included by
perturbational corrections, as well as non-relativistic results
by Jameson et al.51
Our article is organized as follows: in Sec. II we present
the theoretical formulation of the implementation, focusing
on the simple scheme to obtain the magnetic balance and
on the XC contributions to the linear response equations in
perturbation-dependent basis sets. The computational details
are described in Sec. III, while the results of test calculations
are presented in Sec. IV. Conclusions are given in Sec. V.
II. THEORY
The central quantity in this work is the electronic contri-
bution to the NMR shielding tensor, σAαβ , which in the Born–
Oppenheimer approximation can be calculated as the second-
order derivative of the electronic energy with respect to the
external magnetic field B and the nuclear magnetic moment
MA at nucleus A at zero field strength for the magnetic field
and all nuclear magnetic moments MK (indicated by subscript
“0”):
σAαβ =
d2E
dBαdMAβ
∣∣∣∣
0
. (1)
In this section we will first point out that the introduction of
LAOs makes magnetic balance atomic, such that it is pos-
sible to obtain (unrestricted) magnetic balance by extending
the orbitals obtained in a self-consistent field (SCF) calcu-
lation using restricted kinetic balance (RKB) by their unre-
stricted kinetic balance (UKB) complement. We next detail
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how the previously reported four-component relativistic LAO
implementation27 is extended from HF calculations to KS
SDFT calculations. We will therefore focus on the new con-
tributions to the calculated property due to the XC terms. For
a more detailed discussion of response theory in perturbation-
dependent basis we refer the reader to Sec. II of Ref. 27.
In the following, the Einstein convention of summation
over repeated indices is adopted. Indices i, j, . . . are used for
occupied molecular orbitals, indices a, b, . . . for virtual or-
bitals and indices p, q, . . . for orbitals in general. Greek in-
dices are used for the three Cartesian components and Latin
indices are used for the components of four-component vec-
tor. We employ SI-based atomic units.
A. Magnetic balance and LAOs
Our starting point is the four-component relativistic KS
equation[
V I2×2 c(σ · p)
c(σ · p) (V − 2mc2)I2×2
][
ψL
ψS
]
=
[
ψL
ψS
]
E, (2)
where appears the speed of light c, the electron mass m, the
vector of 2 × 2 Pauli spin matrices σ , and the 2 × 2 identity
matrix I2 × 2. The operator V = −eφ describes the interaction
with the KS scalar potential φ and can be decomposed
into contributions from the classical Coulomb potential of
nuclei VN and electrons VH as well as the (approximate)
XC potential Vxc (the extension to hybrid functionals is
straightforward). Most finite basis approximations to this
equation employ RKB between individual large (L) and small
(S) basis functions based on the coupling between the large
and small components in the non-relativistic limit (NRL)
lim
c→∞ cψ
S = 1
2m
(σ · p)ψL. (3)
Kutzelnigg has demonstrated that for relativistic hydrogen-
like atoms the 1s-orbital can be expanded to completeness
in an even-tempered kinetically balanced Gaussian basis
with convergence characteristics similar to that of the non-
relativistic case.52 In practice, however, a finite-size basis set
must have sufficient flexibility such that the exact relativistic
coupling of the large and small components can be obtained
and/or atomic balance should be employed.53
One way to implement RKB is to start from two-
component large component basis functions of Gaussian type
2cGn,κ,m(rA) = Nn−1rn−1A exp[−αr2A]ζκ,m(θA, φA), (4)
where rA = r − RA, the index A referring to the center of
expansion, and ζ κ , m are the two-component atomic angular
functions. The principal quantum number n is by convention
set to n = l + 1 such that the RKB prescription gives
(σ · p) 2cGl+1,κ,m(rA) = Nl
[(κ + l + 1)rl−1A − 2αrl+1A ]
× exp[−αr2A]ζ−κ,m(θA, φA). (5)
Starting from a large component basis function 2cGl + 1, κ , m, a
single Gaussian basis function 2cGl + 2, −κ , m is obtained for
negative κ = −(l + 1), whereas positive κ = l leads to a
non-standard function [(2l + 1) − 2αr2] 2cGl, −κ , m. RKB can
equivalently be obtained by transformation to the modified
Dirac equation at the operator level:38, 54–56[
ψL
ψS
]
=
[
I2×2 02×2
02×2 12mc (σ · p)
][
ψL
φL
]
= E ˜ψ. (6)
This approach has the advantage that the large ψL and
pseudo-large φL components can be expanded in the same
basis, but on the other hand this approach requires the pro-
gramming of new integrals. A third approach to RKB is to
carry out the transformation to the modified Dirac equation
at the matrix level.57 One may then start from an expansion
of the individual components of the Dirac 4-spinor in scalar
basis functions known from the non-relativistic domain, that
is, Cartesian Gaussian-type basis functions
GAijk = NlxiAyjAzkA exp[−αr2A]. (7)
Starting from the large component set
GAl = {GAijk}; ∀ i + j + k = l, (8)
the small component set ∇GAl = {GAl−1,GAl+1} is generated
by UKB. The subsequent procedure can be represented
schematically as
F0c0 = S0c0ε
(i) ↓ V†1S0V1 = I
F1c1 = c1ε
(ii) ↓ S2 = W†W
F2c2 = S2c2ε
(iii) ↓ V†2S2V2 = I
F3c3 = c3ε
(9)
In this procedure the KS matrix is first set up in the non-
orthogonal UKB basis and transformed to orthonormal basis
as F1 = V†1F0V1. The transformation to the modified Dirac
equation is then carried out using a matrix representation of
the operator ˆW of Eq. (6). Finally, orthonormality is restored
by the transformation V2. In practice, the three transforma-
tions are combined as V = V1WV2.
We will now turn to a discussion of the kinetic bal-
ance in the presence of magnetic perturbations. Magnetic
fields are introduced according to the principle of minimal
electromagnetic substitution58, 59
p → π = p + e A, (10)
where π is the mechanical momentum and A the vector
potential. In the presence of a vector potential the coupling
between the large and the small components is modified,
giving RMB (Refs. 31–33) in the NRL
lim
c→∞ cψ
S = 1
2m
(σ · π)ψL. (11)
In the following, we consider the vector potential associated
with an external homogeneous magnetic field
AG(r) = 12
B × rG; rG = r − RG, (12)
where RG is the chosen gauge origin. It is easily shown that
RKB does not guarantee RMB. A simple example is provided
by the helium atom:47 RKB generates a p1/2-type small
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component function from the large s1/2 component, whereas
RMB requires in addition a p3/2 function which in a RKB
framework is only obtained by adding a d3/2 large component
function to the basis, thus going beyond basis sets typically
employed for calculating the energy and even shieldings.
RMB can be implemented explicitly at the operator level,
as reported by Komorovský et al.30 More generally, as
emphasized by Liu and co-workers36 various schemes can
be devised for the construction of the complement to RKB
needed for the construction of the first-order correction to
the reference wave functions. All such schemes require the
programming of new integrals, but, once implemented, lead
to efficient calculation of NMR shieldings in a relativistic
framework. Here, we consider a much simpler approach,
which requires no new integrals.
Starting from the large component set, Eq. (8), the small
component set generated by unrestricted magnetic balance
(UMB) is
( p + e AG)GAl = {GAl−1,GAl+1} ∪ {rGGAl }. (13)
The UMB complement {rGGAl } to the UKB set {GAl−1,GAl+1}
is spanned by the latter only in the atomic case for which it
is natural to set G = A. In the general molecular case there
is, however, no obvious choice of the CGO. The situation
changes with the introduction of LAOs
ωA = exp[−i AG( RA) · r]χA. (14)
We now have
( p + e AG)ωA = exp[−i AG( RA) · r]( p + e AA)χA (15)
such that the gauge origin is shifted from arbitrary ( RG) to the
atomic origin ( RA) of the basis function. Of great importance
in a relativistic context is that the magnetic balance, Eq. (11),
now becomes atomic27 such that UMB is fully spanned by the
UKB set, Eq. (13). On the other hand UKB generally leads
to a small component basis larger than the large component
basis set from which it was generated and may increase com-
putational cost as well as introduce linear dependencies in the
basis set as compared to RKB. However, such disadvantages
are circumvented by a simple scheme: we propose to optimize
the zeroth-order orbitals using RKB according to the scheme
outlined by Eq. (9) and then extend the RKB coefficients by
the UKB complement for use in subsequent calculations of
NMR shieldings based on UKB in combination with LAOs.
The UKB calculations employ the orthonormal basis defined
by transformation (i) of Eq. (9). The RKB coefficients are read
in and transformed to orthonormal basis using V−11 = V†1S0.
They are then projected out of the transformation matrix V1
in orthonormal basis; the latter is simply the identity matrix.
The remainder constitutes the UKB complement and is trans-
formed back to the AO basis using V1 and added to the RKB
coefficients. We emphasize that working in orthonormal basis
also has the advantage that linear dependencies are eliminated
by the use of a threshold on eigenvalues of the overlap matrix
S0. We associate orbital energies −2mc2 with these additional
coefficients, which is a good approximation since their large
components are strictly zero. The extension of RKB coeffi-
cients by the UKB complement has negligible computational
cost and, as we will see in Sec. IV, reproduces very well re-
sults of more elaborate schemes for the incorporation of mag-
netic balance.
B. Density and spin density derivatives in the LAO
basis
We now turn to the theory for the calculation of the NMR
shielding tensor at the four-component relativistic DFT level
using LAOs. The present formulation builds on previous im-
plementations of four-component relativistic DFT,60 linear re-
sponse at the HF (Ref. 61) and DFT (Ref. 62) levels as well
as time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) with non-collinear spin
magnetization.63 The fundamental variables in this approach
are the (number) density ρ0, and the spin magnetization vec-
tor with the components ρμ (μ = x, y, z). The general density
component will be denoted as ρk, where k = 0, x, y, z.38, 63
We employ an exponential parametrization of the KS
determinant60, 64
|˜0〉 = exp(−κˆ)|0〉, (16)
which allows for a straightforward identification of redun-
dant variational parameters and the use of unconstrained opti-
mization techniques. In the following, we will limit our atten-
tion to a closed-shell reference. In the absence of LAOs the
full response of the system is carried by the elements of the
anti-Hermitian orbital rotation matrix κ where the redundant
occupied–occupied and virtual–virtual blocks are set to zero.
We accordingly write the orbital rotation operator κˆ as
κˆ = κai aˆ†ˆi − κ∗ai ˆi†aˆ. (17)
The general density component is given by
ρk(r, B) = ˘pq;k(r, B) ˜Dpq(κ); k ∈ {0, x, y, z},
(18)
where appears the generalized overlap distributions in LAO
basis:
˘pq;k = ˘ψ†pk ˘ψq ; 0 = I4×4, μ =
[
σμ 02×2
02×2 σμ
]
.
(19)
The density component ρk is therefore both explicitly ( B)
and implicitly (κ) field-dependent. The notation ˘A is used
for quantities expanded in orthonormal LAO basis. The
perturbation-dependent molecular orbitals are expressed as
˘ψp = ψUMOq Tqp; ψUMOq = ωμcμq, (20)
where ψUMOq is the unmodified molecular orbital expanded
in the set {ωμ} of LAOs. The expansion coefficients {cμq}
are those of the unperturbed orbitals, which leads to the intro-
duction of a field-dependent connection matrix T to guarantee
orthonormality of orbitals at all field strengths. There is a free-
dom of choice for the connection, but we have employed the
recommended natural connection65 in the present work. It is
easily shown that all connections satisfy
T†Bα + TBα = −SBα , (21)
where S is the field-dependent overlap matrix expressed in
terms of the unmodified molecular orbitals ψUMOp and the
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superscript “Bα” denotes differentiation with respect to the
magnetic field component Bα at zero field:
TBα = d
dBα
T
∣∣∣∣
0
; SBα = d
dBα
S
∣∣∣∣
0
. (22)
The computationally useful formula for ρk is obtained
by applying the Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff expansion of the
density matrix:
˜Dpq(κ) = 〈˜0|pˆ†qˆ|˜0〉 = 〈0|pˆ†qˆ|0〉 + 〈0|[κˆ, pˆ†qˆ]|0〉 +O(κ2),
(23)
which allows us to rewrite ρk as a series expansion in terms
of the orbital rotation matrix κ
ρk = ˘(0)ii;k + ˘(1)ii;k +
1
2!
˘
(2)
ii;k + · · · =
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
˘
(n)
ii;k, (24)
where, following Sałek et al.62 we have introduced the re-
currence formula for the generalized n-fold one-index trans-
formed overlap distribution:62
˘
(n)
pq;k = κpt ˘(n−1)tq;k − ˘(n−1)pt ;k κtq ; ˘(0)pq;k = ˘ψ†pk ˘ψq.
(25)
In Sec. II C we will require the following derivatives of ρk
with respect to orbital rotation parameters and with respect to
components of the external magnetic field to construct the XC
contributions to the linear response equations according to the
chain differentiation rule:
1. The derivative of ρk with respect to the α-component of
the external magnetic field:
∂ρk
∂Bα
∣∣∣∣
0
= Bαii;k (26)
2. The derivative of the density with respect to the orbital
rotation amplitudes:
∂ρk
∂κai
∣∣∣∣
0
= −ia;k (27)
3. The mixed derivatives:
∂2ρk
∂Bα∂κai
∣∣∣∣
0
= −Bαia;k (28)
The above expressions contain explicit derivatives of the
overlap distributions with respect to the magnetic field com-
ponent Bα

Bα
pq;k =
i
2
( RMN × r)αc∗μpcνqμν;k + T ∗Bαtp tq;k + pt ;kT Bαtq ,
(29)
where RMN = RM − RN is the distance vector between the
centers of atomic orbitals χμ and χν , for which the general-
ized overlap is given by μν;k = χ †μkχν .
The density derivatives presented above have no explicit
reference to the gauge origin which is the desired feature of
a gauge-origin independent implementation. In particular, the
direct contribution originating from the differentiation of the
London phase factor with respect to magnetic field (which is
the first term of Eq. (29)) depends only on the distance be-
tween two centers of atomic orbitals. In the non-relativistic
framework ρ0 does not contribute to the direct term sinceRMN × r is antisymmetric with respect to the permutation of
indices μ and ν (positions of centers M and N), while μν; 0 is
symmetric. In the relativistic case this derivative term is zero
due to time-reversal symmetry.
C. Four-component relativistic DFT linear response
with LAOs
At the SCF level the elements of the NMR shielding ten-
sor can be expressed as the first-order correction to the expec-
tation value of the hyperfine Hamiltonian
ˆhMA = 1
c2r3A
(rA × cα) (30)
due to an external magnetic field, that is,
σAαβ = {〈 ˜ψBαi | ˆhMAβ |ψi〉 + 〈ψi | ˆhMAβ | ˜ψ
Bα
i 〉}. (31)
With the parametrization introduced in Sec. II B the first-order
occupied KS orbitals are given as
˜ψ
Bα
i =
d ˜ψi
dBα
∣∣∣∣
0
= ωBαμ cμi + ψqT Bαqi − ψaκBαai . (32)
The first-order orbital rotation amplitudes are collected in the
solution vector XBα and obtained by solving the linear re-
sponse equation
E[2]0 XBα = −E[1]Bα , (33)
where E[2]0 is the electronic Hessian and E
[1]
Bα
is the (general-
ized) property gradient. In Ref. 27 the authors demonstrated
that the only quantity that needs to be modified due to the in-
troduction of perturbation-dependent orbitals at the HF level
is the property gradient:
E[1]Bα =
[
gBα
g∗Bα
]
; gBαai = − ˜FBαai , (34)
where ˜FBαai is the derivative of the Fock matrix in orthogo-
nalized MO basis with respect to the external magnetic field
component Bα , here written in a slightly modified form with
respect to Ref. 27,
˜FBαpq = hBαpq;0 +
[
hBαpq + LγBαpqjj
]+ [T ∗Bαtj Lγpqtj + LγpqjtT Bαtj ]
+[T ∗Bαtp Ftq;k + Fpt ;kT Bαtq ]. (35)
Two-electron integrals enter through Lγpqrs = (pq|rs)
− γ (ps|rq), where γ represents the amount of orbital ex-
change. For HF γ = 1, for non-hybrid XC functionals γ = 0
and for hybrid XC functionals 0 < γ < 1. After this rearrange-
ment, we can easily distinguish four different contributions
to the property gradient: the first term, hBαpq;0, is the field-
independent property gradient, the second, [hBαpq + LγBαpqjj ], is a
Fock matrix constructed from one- and two-electron integrals
modified by the presence of LAOs,27 the third, [T ∗Bαjt Lγpqtj
+ LγpqjtT Bαtj ], is a two-electron Fock matrix constructed
from a density matrix modified by reorthonormalization,
and the last term, [T ∗Bαtp Ftq;k + Fpt ;kT Bαtq ], is the one-index
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transformed Fock matrix with respect to the first-order
connection matrix derivative TBα .
Introducing the XC contribution to the property gradient
requires the explicit implementation of the second and third
terms in Eq. (35), while the last term in Eq. (35) is straight-
forwardly obtained by replacing the Fock matrix by the KS
matrix. Generally, the XC contribution to the property gradi-
ent can be written as:
∂
∂Bα
∂Exc
∂κpq
∣∣∣∣
0
=
∫∫
δ2Exc
δρk(r1)δρk′(r2)
∂ρk(r1)
∂κpq
∣∣∣∣
0
∂ρk′(r2)
∂Bα
∣∣∣∣
0
dr1dr2
+
∫
δExc
δρk(r1)
∂2ρk(r1)
∂κpq∂Bα
∣∣∣∣
0
dr1.
(36)
Here we use functional derivatives of the XC energy, but since
approximate functionals typically employ a local ansatz, in
which the energy density is a function of local density vari-
ables, the computationally useful expressions are obtained by
replacing functional derivatives by function derivatives: for
local density approximation (LDA) functionals it is an easy
replacement, whereas the GGA working equations can be ob-
tained either using integration by parts or by calculating the
above derivatives from an explicit expression of the integrand
of Exc. An immediate consequence of such a local ansatz is
that the double integral in Eq. (36) can be reduced to one-
dimensional integral, hence
∂
∂Bα
∂Exc
∂κpq
∣∣∣∣
0
=
∫
δ2Exc
δρk(r)δρk′(r)
∂ρk(r)
∂κpq
∣∣∣∣
0
∂ρk′(r)
∂Bα
∣∣∣∣
0
dr
+
∫
δExc
δρk(r)
∂2ρk(r)
∂κpq∂Bα
∣∣∣∣
0
dr. (37)
The first RHS term in Eq. (37) is an integral over the XC
kernel∫
δ2Exc
δρkδρk′
∂ρk
∂κai
∣∣∣∣
0
∂ρk′
∂Bα
∣∣∣∣
0
dr = −
∫
δ2Exc
δρkδρk′
ia;k
Bα
jj ;k′dr,
(38)
where Bαjj ;k′ can be expanded according to Eq. (29). Note that

Bα
jj ;k′ contains the direct term which only contributes at the
SDFT level. The second RHS term in Eq. (37) is an integral
over the XC potential magnetic derivative∫
δExc
δρk
∂2ρk
∂κai∂Bα
∣∣∣∣
0
dr = −
∫
δExc
δρk

Bα
ia;kdr. (39)
Also here, Bαia;k is to be expanded according to Eq. (29).
Finally, we would like to present computationally use-
ful expressions of LAO contributions to the XC part of the
property gradient, Eqs. (38) and (39). For this purpose we will
assume that the XC energy is a functional of the number and
spin densities and their gradients (after Ref. 63):
Exc =
∫
εxc(n, s, (∇n · ∇n), (∇n · ∇s), (∇s · ∇s))dr.
(40)
We will only consider derivatives of the XC energy density
which do not vanish when evaluated for a closed-shell refer-
ence system. Using the notation of this article n = ρ0 and s
= √ρμρμ, the expression for the matrix elements that involve
the XC potential, Eq. (39),∫
δExc
δρk
∂2ρk
∂κai∂Bα
∣∣∣∣
0
dr = −
∫
δExc
δρk

Bα
ia;kdr, (41)
can be evaluated using regular XC potential matrix distribu-
tion routines just by replacing the overlap distribution ele-
ments ia; k by the field-differentiated LAO overlap distribu-
tion elements Bαia;k . For molecular systems at closed-shell ref-
erence we can therefore use
−
∫
δExc
δρk

Bα
ia;kdr = −
∫ [
u0
Bα
ia;0 + v0 · ∇Bαia;0
]
dr,
(42)
where we employ the following scalar and vector overlap dis-
tribution pre-factors:
u0 = ∂εxc
∂n
∣∣∣∣
0
, (43)
v0 = 2 ∂εxc
∂(∇n · ∇n)
∣∣∣∣
0
∇ρ0. (44)
In practice only the first RHS term in Eq. (29) is explicitly
integrated, the remaining terms are evaluated using the unper-
turbed KS matrix. Also the matrix elements that involve the
XC kernel, Eq. (38), can be evaluated using a similar generic
evaluation according to:
−
∫
δ2Exc
δρkδρk′
ia;k
Bα
jj ;k′dr=−
∫ [
u
Bα
k ia;k+vBαk · ∇ia;k
]
dr,
(45)
where k now runs over (0, 1, 2, 3). Here we employ the fol-
lowing scalar and vector overlap distribution pre-factors (μ
= 1, 2, 3):
u
Bα
0 =
∂2εxc
∂n2
∣∣∣∣
0
ρ
Bα
0 + 2
∂2εxc
∂n∂(∇n · ∇n)
∣∣∣∣
0
(∇ρ0 · ∇ρBα0 ),
(46)
uBαμ =
∂2εxc
∂s2
∣∣∣∣
0
ρBαμ +
∂2εxc
∂s∂(∇n · ∇s)
∣∣∣∣
0
(∇ρ0 · ∇ρBαμ ), (47)
vBα0 = 2
∂2εxc
∂n∂(∇n · ∇n)
∣∣∣∣
0
ρ
Bα
0 ∇ρ0,
+4 ∂
2εxc
∂(∇n · ∇n)2
∣∣∣∣
0
(∇ρ0 · ∇ρBα0 )∇ρ0
+2 ∂εxc
∂(∇n · ∇n)
∣∣∣∣
0
∇ρBα0 (48)
vBαμ =
∂2εxc
∂s∂(∇n · ∇s)
∣∣∣∣
0
ρBαμ ∇ρ0
+ ∂
2εxc
∂(∇n · ∇s)2
∣∣∣∣
0
(∇ρ0 · ∇ρBαμ )∇ρ0
+2 ∂εxc
∂(∇s · ∇s)
∣∣∣∣
0
∇ρBαμ . (49)
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The derivatives of the density vector with respect to the α-
component of the magnetic field, ρBα0 and ρBαμ , have been
given in Eq. (26). There are two contributions to such
derivatives: a direct contribution which involves the mag-
netic derivative of the London phase factor (first term in
Eq. (29)) and the reorthonormalization contribution (second
and third terms in Eq. (29)). In practice they are evaluated
differently: the direct term is constructed explicitly by cal-
culating i2 ( RMN × r)αμν;k in each grid point (r) and con-
tracting it with the density matrix c∗μpcνq . As already men-
tioned earlier, this term is zero for ρ0. In order to evaluate
the reorthonormalization contribution to ρBα0 and ρBαμ , first
the modified density matrix is constructed, DTνμ = cμpTpqcνq
+ cpμT qpcqν , and then combined with the generalized overlap
of atomic orbitals μν;k = χ †μkχν . We use an analogous al-
gorithm to obtain the gradient of magnetic derivatives of den-
sity, ∇ρBα0 and ∇ρBαμ . The reorthonormalization contributions
to these quantities are easy to evaluate: the modified density
matrix elements DTνμ are now multiplied with the elements of
the generalized overlap gradient ∇μν; k. The implementation
of the direct contribution to ∇ρBα0 and ∇ρBαμ is slightly more
elaborate, due to the fact that in each grid point the following
term is evaluated:
∇
[
i
2
( RMN × r)μν;k
]
= − i
2
μν;kRMN · (∇ × r)
+ i
2
( RMN × r)c∗μpcνq∇μν;k.
(50)
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The extension of the four-component LAO HF code
to accommodate XC contributions has been carried out us-
ing a locally modified development version of the DIRAC
program.45
All four-component relativistic calculations are based
on the Dirac–Coulomb Hamiltonian. From the relevant two-
electron integral classes we have computed only (LL|LL) and
(SS|LL) integrals explicitly (L stands for large and S stands
for small component basis functions). At the SCF step the
contribution of the rather expensive (SS|SS) integrals to the
energy have been approximated by a classical Coulomb re-
pulsion using tabulated small component charges according
to Visscher,66 while we have simply omitted these integrals
at the response step. In our experience, this is a very good ap-
proximation for the calculation of NMR shielding constants.27
We have also performed non-relativistic DFT calculations us-
ing the four-component Lévy-Leblond Hamiltonian57 in order
to compare our implementation with the corresponding non-
relativistic implementation in Dalton.67 The results obtained
using these two programs were found to be identical within
numerical accuracy (numbers not shown).
Our test systems are the HX series (X = F, Cl, Br, I,
At), the Xe atom and the Xe dimer, the latter with two dif-
ferent internuclear distances: 4.0 Å and 30.0 Å. The H–X dis-
tances have been taken from Ref. 68 and are 0.917 Å (HF),
1.275 Å (HCl), 1.414 Å (HBr), and 1.609 Å (HI). For HAt
we took the theoretical value of 1.737 Å, calculated at the
DC–CCSD level of theory by Styszynski69 We have employed
Gaussian-type nuclear charge distributions using the recom-
mended exponents.70
For HX compounds we have performed a series of calcu-
lations with different XC functionals: LDA (SVWNS),71, 72
PP86 (which combines the correlation functional P86
(Ref. 73) with the exchange functional PW86,74) BP86,73, 75
B3LYP,76 KT1, and KT2.77 These are non-relativistic XC
functionals, albeit evaluated using relativistic densities.
We have used three different schemes to represent the
large-small component balance: RKB, UKB, and sMB. To
represent the large component functions we have employed
two different basis sets (TZ and QZ). Basis sets denoted TZ are
aug-cc-pVTZ (Refs. 78 and 79) for H, F, and Cl, and Dyall’s
augmented core-valence triple-zeta basis80, 81 for Br, I and At.
Basis sets denoted QZ are aug-cc-pVQZ (Refs. 78 and 79) for
H, F, and Cl, and Dyall’s augmented core-valence quadruple-
zeta basis81 for Br, I, and At.
For the Xe atom and the Xe dimer we have also per-
formed DFT/SDFT calculations, but only using the KT2 func-
tional (recommended by Keal and Tozer77 for calculations of
the NMR shielding tensor), again with three different schemes
for the kinetic balance. Two basis sets have been selected for
the purpose: a triple zeta basis with additional diffuse and core
correlating functions by Dyall (dyall.acv3z)80, 81 and a basis
set optimized for NMR shieldings by Vaara and Pyykkö82 and
extended by a diffuse s-exponent.7 The large component bases
contain 29s22p14d4f1g and 25s19p22d11f8g function ranges,
respectively, and we will refer to these basis sets as Dyall and
Vaara.
Throughout all calculations a tight convergence threshold
has been imposed: 10−7 for the electronic gradient in SCF cal-
culations and 10−9 for the norm of the residual vector relative
to the property gradient in the linear response calculations.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Performance of different functionals
and comparison with literature
1. HX compounds
We begin this section with a discussion of isotropic
shielding constants of the hydrogen halides calculated with
different XC functionals, the DC Hamiltonian, the sMB
scheme, and using the QZ basis set. The results of these cal-
culations are presented in Table I, where they can be com-
pared with the results obtained by Komorovský et al.30, 38 and
with available experimental values. In addition, we have per-
formed corresponding calculations using UKB and obtain re-
sults identical to the sMB values (matching within 0.01 ppm
except At in HAt, where these results agree to 0.1 ppm). This
confirms that the sMB scheme proposed in this article de-
scribes well the magnetic balance, Eq. (11), while remaining
computationally economic and straightforward to implement.
In order to compare our magnetic balance scheme with
explicit RMB, we have performed sMB-SDFT/BP86 calcu-
lations which can be compared with the uncoupled mDKS-
RMB-GIAO/BP86 results of Ref. 30. We observe that the
calculated isotropic shielding values by Komorovský et al.
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TABLE I. Isotropic shielding values (in ppm) of HX (X = F, Cl, Br, I, At) calculated with the Dirac–Coulomb Hamiltonian, sMB balance, and LAOs (unless otherwise stated) and the QZ basis set.
LDA B3LYP KT1 KT2 PP86 BP86 PP86a BP86b
DFT SDFT DFT SDFT DFT SDFT DFT SDFT DFT SDFT DFT SDFT DFT SDFT SDFTc Experiment
HF H 29.08 29.10 29.34 29.37 30.09 30.13 29.82 29.87 29.68 29.72 29.77 29.81 29.20 29.24 30.5 28.72d, 28.50e, 28.5±0.2f
F 418.82 419.00 414.96 415.14 414.85 415.16 415.34 415.69 414.50 414.73 414.52 414.77 411.1 411.4 416.2 410±6g
HCl H 31.09 31.25 31.72 31.95 31.78 32.00 31.68 31.98 31.84 32.12 31.79 32.03 31.63 31.92 32.6 31.06e
Cl 981.57 982.39 967.25 968.18 987.11 988.38 984.76 986.22 966.63 967.93 970.78 972.00 935.0 936.3 973.9 952h
HBr H 33.75 34.73 35.02 36.42 34.60 35.95 34.63 36.44 35.03 36.65 34.73 36.16 33.52 35.13 36.4 34.96e
Br 2901.51 2908.83 2869.87 2878.58 2914.44 2923.95 2904.77 2916.72 2860.89 2873.82 2870.34 2881.92 2876.0 2887.9 2899.4 2617h
HI H 39.19 42.20 41.79 46.04 40.17 44.28 40.42 45.96 41.09 45.71 40.61 44.72 39.34 43.82 46.3 43.86e
I 5705.32 5738.77 5648.45 5688.14 5732.26 5772.58 5707.05 5760.82 5631.30 5686.76 5639.34 5691.67 5661.6 5705.1 5716.3 4510h
HAt H 50.07 57.52 55.79 66.24 52.13 62.68 52.61 66.80 53.46 63.81 52.49 61.66
At 16290.46 16613.22 16401.59 16765.53 16346.85 16745.68 16282.02 16818.86 16123.69 16591.04 16133.59 16596.95
aRef. 38, no LAOs, DFT/SDFT denoted uncoupled/coupled.
bReference 30.
cmDKS-RMB scheme with LAOs.
dRef. 91, absolute experimental shielding.
eRef. 90, gas-phase NMR measurement; the rovibrational contribution at T = 300 K was estimated at 20.52 ppm.95
fRef. 96, the value is a combination of theoretically calculated diamagnetic shielding and experimental spin-rotation constant; the rovibrational corrections were estimated at 210.4 ppm (Ref. 97) or 210.8 ppm (Ref. 95) at T = 300 K.
gRef. 89, gas-phase NMR chemical shifts with respect to CH4 converted into absolute shieldings using. σH(CH4) = 30.61 ppm from Ref. 90.
hThe value is a combination of experimental spin-rotation constant and calculated diamagnetic shielding within the atom dipole model proposed in Ref. 98.
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are systematically larger than ours. This difference can in part
be attributed to differences in basis sets: in Ref. 30 the Fægri
basis sets (augmented by additional s-, p-, and d-functions)
for Br and I and the IGLO-III basis set for H, F, and Cl have
been used, while our results have been obtained using the
QZ basis sets detailed further above. For the HI molecule we
have therefore repeated the sMB-SDFT/BP86 calculations us-
ing the same geometry and basis set as in Ref. 30 and obtain
44.8 ppm for σ (H) and 5668 ppm for σ (I), which can be com-
pared with 46.3 ppm for σ (H) and 5716 ppm for σ (I) obtained
with the methodology discussed in Ref. 30. However, a de-
tailed comparison between the DIRAC and ReSpect codes
revealed that the calculations differ already in the SCF en-
ergies (numbers not shown) with the consequence that the
shielding constants (energy derivatives) differ as well. Due
to density fitting and a numerical scheme employed in Re-
Spect, the mDKS-RMB-GIAO implementation in this code
therefore cannot be directly compared with our fully analyti-
cal sMB-SDFT implementation.
In addition to BP86, we report results for four other XC
functionals: B3LYP, KT1, KT2, and PP86. The relative dif-
ferences in isotropic shielding constants between different
GGA functionals are small with differences smaller than 2%
(for both DFT and SDFT). The results obtained with LDA
are close to the GGA values; for instance, for iodine in HI
molecule the DFT/LDA isotropic shielding constant equals
5705 ppm while the DFT/GGA values vary from 5631 ppm
(PP86) to 5732 ppm (KT1). There is therefore no substantial
effect of adding the gradient corrections for the systems under
study. The same trend is observed for SDFT.
Extensive studies on the NMR shielding tensor in non-
relativistic formalism showed that in many cases XC ap-
proximations fail to reproduce accurate values of this prop-
erty and the choice of functional strongly depends on the
system under study.83–85 It has been shown that the values
of NMR isotropic shielding constant calculated with Keal–
Tozer functionals KT1,77 KT2,77 and KT386 are often im-
proved over those obtained with other functionals.77, 86, 87
These functionals are specially designed for the calculation
of NMR shielding constants and most notably reduce the
HOMO–LUMO gap, which in the non-relativistic formalism
improves the paramagnetic part of the NMR shielding ten-
sor. In relativistic formalism the performance of Keal-Tozer
functionals is not fully tested. To our knowledge, only one
study of the performance of different functionals in relativis-
tic formalism has been reported in the literature.88 Armangué
et al. have used the ADF program, which employs the two-
component zero-order regular approximation (ZORA) Hamil-
tonian (however, this has not been specified in Ref. 88) for
determining the NMR shielding tensor for a wide range of
molecules. The KT2 functional predicted these values very
well.
In our study we observe that there are no significant dif-
ferences between values obtained with KT1/KT2 and other
functionals. However, it is worth to note that KT1 isotropic
shielding constants for heavy atoms (X in HX) are the largest
of all obtained values. Unfortunately, the lack of reliable ex-
perimental results does not allow us to assess the performance
of the different functionals.
Turning now to the proton shielding constants, our results
are generally in rather good agreement with experimental val-
ues for the proton isotropic shielding in the HX series.89 How-
ever, it should be taken into account that these values have
been recalculated from the experimental chemical shift val-
ues reported in Ref. 89 (in 1958) using the H shielding in
CH4 (reported in 1978 in Ref. 90). Therefore, the reference
value can be burdened by uncertainties connected with the
conversion of the relative chemical shielding to the absolute
shielding constants. The most reliable experimental value is
the absolute isotropic shielding available for H in HF (28.72
ppm (Ref. 91)). Our results, as well as values presented by
Komorovský et al.30 overestimate this experimental value by
about 5%. For the heavy nuclei, the experimental values of the
spin-rotation constants have been used to determine the para-
magnetic part of the shielding tensor, which has been com-
bined with calculated diamagnetic values. However, it has
been demonstrated that this relation is not valid for heavy
systems,43 therefore the values of the isotropic shielding are
not accurate enough.92 For instance for I, such predicted value
is 4510 ppm which is significantly smaller than the values
presented here: 5761 ppm and 5692 ppm (sMB-SDFT/KT2
and sMB-SDFT/BP86, respectively). This is also the case for
the value of 5716 ppm obtained in Ref. 30 (mDKS-RMB-
GIAO/BP86).
2. Xe atom
For the Xe atom we have selected the results obtained by
means of the SDFT method with the sMB scheme and using
the Vaara basis set as representative results (Table III). The
Vaara basis set was optimized for Xe NMR shielding con-
stants and is substantially larger than the Dyall basis set. We
have selected the KT2 functional for the study of the Xe atom
and our prediction for the isotropic shielding constant of Xe
is 7045 ppm (Table III).
The available theoretical literature values for this con-
stant were compared in Ref. 46 for a wide range of
methods and Hamiltonians: non-relativistic coupled-cluster
method with single, double, and perturbative triple excitations
(CCSD(T)), non-relativistic Møller–Plesset perturbation the-
ory to second order (MP2), Breit–Pauli perturbation theory
(BPPT) based on a HF and KS reference (where relativis-
tic effects are calculated in a perturbative manner), as well
as four-component relativistic HF. Results obtained by rela-
tivistic methods in Ref. 46 (with Dyall basis set of QZ qual-
ity), 7020 ppm (4c rel. HF) and 6747 ppm (HF BPPT), are
comparable with our sMB-SDFT/KT2 value of 7029 ppm,
obtained using TZ-quality Dyall basis set. In Ref. 46, the
authors have demonstrated that electron correlation effects
on the Xe shielding tensor calculated within non-relativistic
formalism are small and so are cross-couplings effects be-
tween electron correlation and relativity. We can confirm this
by our DFT/SDFT predictions: when compared with four-
component relativistic HF results taken from Ref. 46, the dif-
ference of 10 ppm constitutes only 0.6% of the HF value
and should probably be attributed to basis set differences. We
will return to a detailed discussion of basis set differences
in Sec. IV C. Before that we would like to mention that the
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TABLE II. Isotropic shielding values (in ppm) of HX (X = F, Cl, Br, I, At) calculated using the DC Hamiltonian, KT2
functional, LAOs and various balance schemes (RKB, UKB, sMB) and basis sets.
DFT SDFT
Basis RKB UKB sMB RKB UKB sMB
HF H TZ 28.80 29.95 29.95 28.85 30.00 30.00
QZ 29.43 29.82 29.82 29.48 29.87 29.87
F TZ 323.14 415.71 415.71 323.48 416.05 416.05
QZ 343.55 415.34 415.34 343.90 415.69 415.69
HCl H TZ 30.86 31.73 31.73 31.14 32.01 32.01
QZ 31.39 31.68 31.68 31.68 31.98 31.98
Cl TZ 695.14 986.68 986.68 696.54 988.12 988.12
QZ 707.03 984.76 984.76 708.45 986.22 986.22
HBr H TZ 33.70 34.50 34.50 35.43 36.22 36.22
QZ 34.38 34.63 34.63 36.19 36.44 36.44
Br TZ 2747.91 2901.80 2901.80 2759.62 2913.54 2913.54
QZ 2820.59 2904.77 2904.77 2832.53 2916.72 2916.72
HI H TZ 39.26 40.05 40.05 44.54 45.33 45.33
QZ 40.14 40.42 40.42 45.68 45.96 45.96
I TZ 5255.85 5702.63 5702.63 5308.58 5755.50 5755.50
QZ 5309.75 5707.06 5707.05 5363.44 5760.83 5760.82
HAt H TZ 50.90 51.78 51.78 64.41 65.29 65.29
QZ 52.30 52.61 52.61 66.48 66.80 66.80
At TZ 15846.74 16261.13 16261.29 16377.52 16792.59 16792.82
QZ 15893.76 16282.02 16282.02 16430.21 16818.83 16818.86
calculation of the isotropic shielding constant of Xe has
also been reported in Ref. 30 using the mDKS-RMB-GIAO
scheme and the BP86 functional, where the authors have used
Dyall’s TZ basis set and a numerical scheme for evaluat-
ing the GGA kernel matrix elements. Within this numerical
scheme they have reported the value 7033 ppm. The sMB-
SDFT/KT2 approach with Dyall basis set obtained in this
work yields 7029 ppm, therefore, for this system, these two
four-component implementations agree well, despite using
different functionals.
B. DFT vs. SDFT
For all calculated shielding constants we present DFT
and SDFT results, where the latter include non-collinear spin
magnetization contributions. Inclusion of spin magnetization
leads to an increase of the isotropic shielding constants for all
systems under study (Table I). However, for heavy nuclei this
difference is not substantial: for instance the SDFT values are
only 0.2% larger for Xe, 0.9% for I (HI), and 3% for At (HAt).
The effect of spin magnetization is significant for the H atom
(HX series) and in the heaviest systems it can be as large as
27% (HAt with KT2 functional).
The differences between the DFT and SDFT approaches
can be compared with the results obtained with mDKS-RMB-
CGO/PP86 in Ref. 38, where the uncoupled scheme involves
only charge density (in analogy with our DFT results) and the
coupled scheme additionally includes spin magnetization (in
analogy with our SDFT results). Although Ref. 38 employed
a CGO approach, the relative differences between the uncou-
pled and coupled schemes are comparable with the relative
differences between DFT and SDFT methods presented here.
As an example, our calculations for HI (PP86 functional) lead
to SDFT values which are larger by 11.2% for H and 1.0%
for I compared to the corresponding DFT results. The authors
of Ref. 38 have obtained similar differences: 11.4% and 0.8%
for H and I, respectively.
C. Basis set checks and balances
In Tables II–IV we compare the performance of RKB,
UKB, and sMB schemes in the calculations of NMR shield-
ing constants. In all cases UKB and sMB calculations yield
almost identical results and small differences only occur for
the heaviest atoms. For instance, the Xe atom shielding con-
stants calculated with UKB-SDFT/KT2 and sMB-SDFT/KT2
are 7045 ppm and 7045 ppm, respectively (Vaara basis set).
For the HX series these differences are only on the first deci-
mal digit, even for the heaviest atoms, I and At. This behavior
is as expected since the set of small-component basis func-
tions in the sMB scheme is constructed from the RKB balance
TABLE III. The influence of kinetic balance (RKB, UKB, sMB) and basis
set (Dyall, Vaara) on the value of the isotropic shielding constant (in ppm) in
Xe evaluated using the DC Hamiltonian and the KT2 functional with LAO.
Basis RMB RKB UKB sMB
DFT Dyall 6558.38 7015.10 7015.10
Vaara 7032.50 7030.55 7030.88
SDFT Dyall 6571.90 7028.79 7028.78
Vaara 7046.74 7044.82 7045.11
Ref. 30a 7033.3
aRef. 30, mDKS-RMB-GIAO approach.
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TABLE IV. The influence of kinetic balance (RKB, UKB, sMB) and basis set (Dyall, Vaara) on the value of isotropic
shielding constants (in ppm) in the Xe dimer evaluated using the DC Hamiltonian and the KT2 functional.
R(Xe–Xe) = 4 Å R(Xe–Xe) = 30 Å
Basis RKB UKB sMB RKB UKB sMB
LAO DFT Dyall 6459.45 6915.99 6915.98 6558.38 7015.10 7015.10
Vaara 6932.89 6930.96 6931.33 7032.49 7030.55 7033.88
SDFT Dyall 6472.78 6929.49 6929.47 6571.90 7028.78 7028.78
Vaara 6944.25 6942.38 6942.68 7046.73 7044.82 7045.11
CGO at Xe(1) DFT Dyall Xe(1) 6476.33 6941.18 6941.17 6560.82 7018.68 7018.68
Xe(2) 6458.37 6915.17 6915.16 6558.38 7015.10 7015.10
Vaara Xe(1) 6933.13 6931.27 6931.59 7032.53 7030.60 7030.93
Xe(2) 6934.87 6932.96 6933.29 7032.50 7030.55 7030.88
SDFT Dyall Xe(1) 6489.15 6954.16 6954.15 6574.33 7032.36 7032.36
Xe(2) 6471.15 6928.12 6928.10 6571.90 7028.78 7028.79
Vaara Xe(1) 6946.55 6944.73 6945.01 7046.77 7044.87 7045.16
Xe(2) 6948.23 6946.36 6946.64 7046.73 7044.83 7045.12
condition extended by the UKB complement (as explained in
Sec. II A).
Within the sMB scheme the differences between the re-
sults obtained for two basis sets, TZ and QZ for HX or Dyall
and Vaara for Xe atom and Xe dimer, are much smaller than
using RKB. Therefore, the sMB scheme speeds up the basis
set convergence and enables to get better results with com-
pact basis sets. For example, using RKB the difference for the
Xe shielding constant between the Dyall and the Vaara basis
set is 7.2%, whereas the difference is only 0.2% using sMB.
This comparison has already been discussed in Ref. 27: the
RKB approach does not generate all small component basis
functions needed to saturate the small component space in the
presence of perturbation originating from external magnetic
field and to assure that the magnetic balance is preserved.
Another conclusion regarding the choice of basis sets
which can be drawn from our study is that RKB and sMB re-
sults using the Vaara basis set for the Xe atom and Xe dimer
are very similar. Therefore, these basis set can be regarded as
saturated. For HX compounds there is no significant improve-
ment with a change of basis set from TZ to QZ, however, for
both basis sets there is a large difference between RKB and
sMB results. For instance, the differences for the I shielding
constant is 8.4% (TZ) or 7.4% (QZ).
D. LAO vs. CGO
Finally, we would like to demonstrate the importance of
using LAOs in four-component calculations of NMR shield-
ing tensor. For this purpose, we have performed CGO calcu-
lations for Xe2, in which the gauge origin has been placed on
one of the two nuclei. The calculations have been carried out
for two inter-atomic distances: R(Xe–Xe) = 4 Å and R(Xe–
Xe) = 30 Å. We have employed two different basis sets (Dyall
and Vaara) and again three balance schemes (RKB, UKB, and
sMB).
The results obtained using the KT2 functional are col-
lected in Table IV. We observe that for the Xe dimer with
R(Xe–Xe) = 30 Å the shielding constant for the nucleus
placed at the CGO is further away from the LAO value than
for the CGO-distant nucleus. The observation that the nucleus
distant from the CGO is better described is at first counter-
intuitive, but is correct and has been explained recently by
Malkina et al.,93 where the shielding tensor of a nucleus in a
system of two non-interacting nuclei was analyzed with the
conclusion that the dominating contribution to the shielding
tensor (the diamagnetic part) has an inverse dependence on
the distance between the nucleus and the gauge origin.
We also notice that LAO results for R(Xe–Xe) = 30
Å are identical to the atomic results. This observation
additionally supports the correctness of our implementation
because we can approximately regard this system as two
non-interacting nuclei.
Predictably, there is an important basis set effect when
comparing the Vaara basis set with the Dyall basis set. The
former has been designed for calculations of the Xe NMR
shielding tensor and is significantly larger than the Dyall basis
set. As expected, the CGO values are closer to the LAO results
for the Vaara basis. For R(Xe–Xe) = 30 Å the two atoms have
almost identical shielding constants.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an extension of linear response
theory in perturbation-dependent basis to four-component
relativistic DFT and SDFT. We have confirmed the conclu-
sions from Ref. 27 about the slow convergence of results
when RKB scheme is used: in order to saturate the space
of small-component functions, extensive basis sets for the
large component have to be used. Instead, the simple scheme
for magnetic balance (sMB) has proved to be a useful
and computationally economic way to calculate the NMR
shielding tensor yielding results comparable with the mDKS-
RMB-GIAO method.30 The main advantages of the present
formulation are the fully analytical implementation and the
possibility to use hybrid functionals. The presented formulas
are general and make it possible to extend the formulation
to meta-GGA or hyper-GGA functional approximations or
current density functionals. Moreover, only a small effort
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would be required to extend the implementation to other
magnetic properties, including magnetizabilities.
The correctness of the presented formulation has been
verified by calculations on simple test systems including HX
(X = F, Cl, Br, I, At), the Xe atom, and the Xe dimer. In all
cases we have achieved a close agreement with results ob-
tained by a similar four-component DFT implementation30, 38
but differences persist due to density fitting and the numerical
integral scheme employed in the latter code. Interestingly, the
contributions from spin magnetization, entering the molecu-
lar Hessian and the property gradient, are negligible for the
shielding of heavy nuclei, but significant for hydrogen atoms
in heavy HX molecules (10% in HI). The formulation pre-
sented here has already been used to determine the shielding
tensor in XY molecules, where X,Y = N, P, As92 and for stud-
ies of the PH3 molecule, where calculations were further used
to redefine the absolute shielding scale for 31P.94
To sum up, the implementation has been well tested for
small molecules, and is now ready for production calculations
of the NMR shielding tensors in larger compounds of chem-
ical interest containing heavy atoms. The next step would be
to add the vibrational corrections and to account for solvent
effects within our four-component scheme. We hope that the
presented implementation, to be included in the freely dis-
tributed DIRAC code, will contribute to a more widespread
use of relativistic calculations of NMR properties as a tool
complementing the NMR experiment.
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